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As you read. look for the
causes and effects in the rise
of the Aegean civilization.
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The Cycladic Culture
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The Cyclades (sm-ktun-deez)

are a group of about 200 islands

located east of the Greek mainland in the southern

Aegean Sea.

In about 3000 B.C. the Cycladic culture began on these islands.
Today all that is known

about this culture and its people comes

from studying

Because of this, many questions

artifacts.

Cycladic ways of life may never be answered.

about

Archaeologists

have learned that most

CycJadic people made their living by fishing
or trading. Others were farmers who grew
grapes, olives, and other crops. Highly skilled
Cydadic craftworkers made pottery and small
marble figures. Most Cycladic artifacts have
been found in tombs. However, Cycladic
pottery found at sites belonging to other
wttures

shows that trading took place.

After about 2000 B.C.the Cycladic culture
began to weaken. As it did, the people

Degan to follow the customs and traditions
of me dominant, or more powerful, neighDOring cultures.

cmm How do archaeologists

This wall painting of dolphins and fish at Knossos shows
the importance of the sea to the Minoan way ollile.

know about
;leople of the Cycladic culture? by studying

:)- dadic artifacts

In about 2000 B.C.the Minoans

The Minoan Culture
'.Imoan culture began on the large island

of Crete in about 2700 B.C. Crete lies about
53 miles (97 km) southeast

of the Greek

to build large, richly decorated

began

palaces. The

largest palace was at Knossos. It stood at
least three stories high and covered an area
about the size of three football

fields.

From wall paintings at Knossos, archaeolo-

.....a..land. Historians named this culture in

gists have learned that the Minoans were

--...or of Minos (MY·nuhs), the king of Crete
. &eek mythology. A m 110109 is a col-

expert sailors. They traded in lands all around

:dion of myths, or traditional
-ended down from generation
- 1:"1.. Myths

~

stories,
to genera-

offer an explanation

of how

in nature or human events came to be.

-:"1€ Minoan

culture began as an agricul-

::..ra.

society. Over time farming

~':

into cities. The largest of the Minoan

villages

Cities were Knossos (NAH·suhs), Phaistos
=s-nrhs),

Mallia, and Kato Zakro.

the Mediterranean

Sea, including

Egypt.

o"oGU,,+... location
The Minoan culture on the island of Crete was a center for trade
across three seas.
~

How did the location of Crete help the Minoans trade with other cultures?

This exchange of goods also led to an

written

exchange of ideas. One idea was an

sounds in words. No one has been able

important

new technology.

to read the oldest of the Minoan tablets

Using a process they learned from
civilizations

in southwestern

on clay tablets to stand for the

Asia,

yet. The Minoans may have used a
language other than Greek.

the Minoans mixed copper

Many of the oldest tablets

and tin to form bronze. They

survived

made weapons, tools, and

destroyed

bowls from bronze and other
metals.
The Minoans
a counting
writing

had both

This lifelike carved
stone bull was used by
the Minoans as a
drinking cup.

system and a

system for keeping

aecimal

system

a system

writing

10. Their

system used pictographs
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1450 S.c. Only the palace
at Knossos remained.

After

Mycenaeans ruled Crete. By
the 1100s

used a

based on the number

nearly all the cities

and palaces on Crete in about

the fire a people called the

records of their trade. To
count, the Minoans

a great fire that

e.c, the

Minoan culture

had disappeared.
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How did Minoan trading lead
to the use of bronze?
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They learned the bronze-making
from civilizations in southwestern

process

Asia

The ~ycenaean
The Mycenaean

A gold mask found in a tomb at Mycenae.

Culture

culture

takes its name from the city

As a result of trading,

of Mycenae. This city was

the Mycenaeans

(q.

located on the large south-
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ern peninsula of Greece
called the Peloponnesus
(peh-Iuh-puh-Nss-suhs).
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By the 1500s S.c. the Mycenaeans had
become the dominant

culture. For example,
they borrowed Minoan

1,.'

a settlement at Mycenae was
started in about 1900 S.c. Other
dties that shared this culture were
spread throughout

them to fit their own

. ",.~. It

believe that

•
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learned

Minoan ways and adapted

art styles and writing.

The

Mycenaeans adapted the writing to suit their own language,
an early form of Greek. The

Mycenaeans built palaces in their
cities, too. During the BOOs S.c. they built
palaces in Mycenae, Athens, Thebes, Pylos,
and Tiryns (TIR·uhnz). Mycenaean

palaces

were much smaller than those built by the

• SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.

Minoans.

Many were surrounded

by huge

walls with a large gateway. This suggests

Underwater Archaeology
Not all archaeologists work on land.
Some work in Earth's oceans and seas.
\ .onang underwater is difficult and requires
seeoal equipment. Ancient shipwrecks are
oor often visible from the water's surface.
-0 "nd these wrecks. archaeologists use
sonar-underwater sound waves used
-0 ocate objects on the ocean floor.
Orce a wreck is located, specially
-"a ned archaeologists visit the
wreck and collect artifacts. To
do ~s, they wear scuba div-.a equ pmem. If the wreck
es on ,'l(Iter that is too deep
-or a vers. remote-control

that the palaces were important

as places

of safety during times of war.
Like the Minoans, Mycenaeans sailed
the Mediterranean

Sea in all directions.

They traveled to trade, to start new
settlements,

and to make war. Sometimes

the Mycenaeans conquered

less-powerful

peoples, such as the Minoans.

In about 1200
culture suddenly
earthquake

e.c,

destroyed

settlements.

The Trojan Culture

the Mycenaean

came to an end. A large
many Mycenaean

A few were rebuilt,

but the

Mycenaeans never regained their earlier
because of weak leaders. Others think that
caused people to move away

from the cities. Still others believe that a
people known

as the Dorians migrated

into

the area from the north. The Mycenaean
people may have chosen to live among the
newcomers.

GIEIm

What parts of Minoan culture did the

Mycenaeans adopt? art styles; writing;
constructing palaces

as early as 2900 B.C., thick walls surrounded
the city. Troy was located on a high point
of land near the Dardanelles (dar·duhn·ELZ),

power. Some historians believe it was
food shortages

The Trojan culture was centered in the
ancient city of Troy, in Asia Minor. From

a strait that connects the Aegean Sea with
the Sea of Marmara (MAR·muh·ruh). This
waterway,

which separates Asia from

Europe, allowed

passage to the Black Sea

for trading or warfare. Troy's location was
therefore strategic, or of great importance.
The Trojans farmed,

raised horses, and

herded sheep. They also traded with the
Mycenaeans and other cultures.
Today people can learn about Troy from
stories that are a part of world
Troy is described

Stories are still told today
of the clever weapon
used to gain entry to the
city of Troy. Because of this.
attempting to persuade another
person by trickery is sometimes
called using a Trojan horse.

literature.

in the Iliad (IH·lee·uhd)

and the Odyssey (AH·duh·see),
written

epics

by the Greek poet Homer.

An epic is a long poem that tells
about important

events in the life

of a hero or heroes. Stories about

The Mycenaeans left the horse at

the Trojan War were already hun-

the gates of Troy, boarded their

dreds of years old when Homer

ships, and pretended

created his epics in about 750

to leave.

Believing the horse to be a

B.C. Most historians believe that

peace offering,

the Mycenaeans invaded and

it into their city. That night the

destroyed

Troy around

1250 B.C.

Mycenaean

Homer's Odyssey tells the story
of Odysseus (oh-on+see-uhs),
legendary

Mycenaean

a

the city gates and let in the rest

hero. For

of the Mycenaean
morning

to capture the city of Troy.

the city of Troy.

to break

Homer says that

Stories of Mycenaean
Homer

Odysseus ordered workers to
build a huge, hollow wooden horse.
When the horse was finished, some
Mycenaean

soldiers hid inside it.

CAUS~AND EFFEC] What were someof the
effects of trading between the Minoansand
the Mycenaeans?

o BIG IDEA How did sea travel and trade shape
the Aegean civilization?
o VOCABULARY Use strategIc and epic in a
sentence aboutTroy.

€) TIME UNE About how manyyears after the
t.4inoans built palaceswas Troy destroyed?

o HISTORY What were the Minoans'writing
systemand counting systemlike?

army. By

they had defeated

the Trojans and burned down

The high stone walls of Troy
through.

soldiers crawled out

of their hiding place. They opened

ten years the Mycenaeans tried

seemed impossible

the Trojans pulled

heroes.

the Trojan War, and other early
legends helped shape the cultures
of later Greek peoples.

fjI'i'1Im What Greek epics are now a part of
world literature? the Iliad and the Odyssey

o GEOGRAPHYOnwhat peninsulawas Mycenae
. located?
o CRITICALTHINKING-Synthesize What other
civilizationsthat you have learnedabout had cities
in strategic locations? Explain.
PERFORMANCE-Createa Map On a sheet
of paper,draw an outline map of Greeceand
the AegeanSea. Include and label the major
islandsand other major landforms.Show where each
culture of the Aegean civilizationwas centered.
Displayyour mapin the classroom.
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